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Brief Background and Interests

• Published numerous papers and a book, Statistics for Earth and 
Environmental Scientists (Wiley, 2011) with Dr. L J Drew
• Statistical consultant: Modeling, spatial analysis, exploratory analysis
• Used R language for more than 20 years
• Applications: energy, earth and environmental sciences
• A major interest: working with students



Introduction

• Your topic
• A journal
• The writing part
• In house reviewing
• Getting it published
• Concluding remarks



Your Topic

• Have something to say that will contribute to an advancement in your 
field – a new perspective, a new algorithm, a new theorem
• Don’t try to cover everything in your thesis or dissertation. Narrow 

the topic down to what you believe is your most significant 
contribution.



Selecting a Journal

• This is a critical first step that will help you get your work published.
• Seek help from your advisor and/of other faculty.
• Review articles from candidate journals.
• Determine if your contribution is more theoretical, more applied,or 

more computational? 
• Most journals have a primary audience. The journal you select must 

match the journal’s audience.  In statistics some are highly focused 
and theoretical. Others are intended to appeal to a broader more 
applied segment of the statistics community.



The Writing Process – the Outline

• Start with an outline. For example:
• Introduction
• Relevant previous work on your topic
• Your contribution
• Summary and conclusion

• In the outline Introduction be sure to include a subheading on your 
contribution.
• An outline is helps you organize your thoughts to allow you to begin 

writing.



The Writing Process – Consider the Journal

• Every journal has preferences for:
• Writing style, for example, active or passive voice;
• Labeling equations, figures and tables;
• The number of colored figures and tables. Many journals have limits because 

of cost;
• Format for references/bibliographies; and
• Appendix rules.

• You can wait to do this after you completed writing, but it will save 
you time if you are aware of these preferences when you start.



The Writing Process – Key Points 1

• Your job as a writer is to communicate and not to try to impress the 
reader with how smart you are.
• Stick with a format throughout your paper. Active voice, if permitted is 

stronger.
• Many journals are published for an international audience. Therefore, 

use words and phrases that translate easily.
• A scientific paper, like a novel, is telling a story, even though the 

format differs. Good writing is good writing! Most aspects of good 
writing apply equally to scientific writing.



The Writing Process – Key Points 2

• Use words that are clear and understandable.
• Many of use too many words (adverbs and adjectives) that convey no 

meaning. For example, “significantly more variables” versus “more 
variables” or “much larger” versus “larger”.
• Writing versus rewriting. Don’t try to write perfect sentences the first 

time. Rewriting produces a better document.
• Be concise with proper explanations. Your message may get lost if you 

use too many words.



The Writing Process – Key Points 3

• You want people to read what you write. The abstract, introduction 
and summary are critical. If these are weak, it is likely that nothing 
else will be read. 
• The abstract and summary are the last things I write. The summary 

should present your key results. Don’t make it too long.
• Word processing editors are useful, but they don’t catch everything.



The Writing Process – Key Points 4

• Define terms as necessary.
• Make sure your figures, tables and references meet your journal’s 

standards.
• Have your professor or colleague carefully read it.
• Do a final careful read before you submit it.



Other Writing by Scientists

• Not all your writing will be for technical journals.
• Writing for more non-technical media is important:
• to convince the public that what you do is important,
• to secure funding,
• for a report to a supervisor or funder on the progress of your project. 



Submission to a Journal

• Follow all the rules that the journal requires. If you are not sure, ask.
• You will need to write a letter of introduction. A grammatical mistake 

may get you an automatic rejection!
• A review of your paper is usually a two-stage process. First, the editor 

(or associate editor) decides if it may be worthy of publication. If so, 
he or she will send it to two or three referees asking for their 
response within a month or two.  Rarely do referees approve a 
submission without some suggested changes.



Submission to a Journal

• Respond to referees' comments promptly. You don’t have to agree 
with all, but you must clearly state a reason.
• EVEN SENIOR LEVEL RESEARCHERS GET REJECTIONS. If you get a 

rejection letter figure out why – don’t give up.



Summary

• Ask for help. Those of us who have done this for years enjoy working 
with students and will be glad to help.
• Carefully select a journal.
• Write an outline.
• Write and rewrite.
• Follow the journal’s rules.
• Have someone read your submission.
• Celebrate an acceptance. Don’t give up if you get a rejection.
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